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BOOKS
Would You Teach a Fish to Climb a Tree?

A Different Take on Kids

with ADD, ADHD, OCD and Autism
by Anne Maxwell, LCSW, Gary M. Douglas and Dr. Dain Heer
This book, an international best seller, is filled with practical tools, stories,
observations, and life changing questions that can be used by anyone who has one
of these kids in their life and who is looking for something different. Parents and
siblings and relatives; teachers and therapists and administrators; peers and loved
ones and friends ... all will benefit from this groundbreaking book. It provides us
with a refreshing and new perspective on these children, who are so different
from their peers.

The Keys to the Magic:

A Play Therapist’s Handbook of Family Centered

Play Therapy
By Anne Maxwell, LCSW

“The handbook I wish I had been given when I began my career as a child and
family and play therapist.” Based on the form of therapy Anne developed over the
course of her clinical practice, called Family Centered Play Therapy, this handbook
is a guide to any play therapist who would like to integrate parents into the play
therapy process. Anne’s model facilitates healing and creates a way for therapists to
feel more confident and at ease with the inclusion – or not – of parents into play
therapy sessions.

INTERNET/PRINT

RADIO
Anne has been interviewed on

Anne has been featured in and interviewed for

numerous radio shows, including

numerous print and online articles including:

Inspired Choices

VoiceAmerica

The Courier-Post,both

Teaching from the Heart

Law of Attraction Radio

The Dana Roc Show

MyDNTALK Radio

About.com

Joy of Living with Laleh

The What if Show

5 Minutes for Mom

Hancock

EHealth Radio Network

online and print

The Write Teachers
Writer’s Voice
Motherhood Later

